**FOILMET® & FOILMET® PLUS**

Better than Foil

Why FOILMET & FOILMET PLUS?

♦ **Reduced costs**: higher yield, less material waste, less adhesive  
♦ **Less foil pin-holing and flex cracking**  
♦ **Exceptional oxygen and water vapor barrier**  
♦ **Faster heat sealing speeds**  
♦ **Higher productivity**  
♦ **Better shelf appeal**  
♦ **7 day lead time** to meet customer demand and lower inventory costs

**FOILMET® PET**
Metallized Polyester Film  
Corona Treatment opposite the metal side  
**Barrier Properties:**  
**Moisture Barrier**: < 0.04 g / 100in² / 24 hr.  
**Oxygen Barrier**: < 0.03 cc / 100in² / 24 hr.

**FOILMET® PLUS PET**
Metallized Polyester Film  
Corona Treatment opposite the metal side  
**Certified Barrier Properties:**  
**Moisture Barrier**: < 0.02 g / 100in² / 24 hr.  
**Oxygen Barrier**: < 0.02 cc / 100in² / 24 hr.

Use FOILMET® and FOILMET® PLUS in foil replacement in barrier critical applications such as:

- Dry Powder Pouches  
- Bulk Liquid Packaging  
- Cereal Bowl Lidding  
- Coffee Vacuum Brick Packs
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